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Regional Airline
Role in U.S. Air
Service
Network

• Regional airlines operate 40% of all U.S. departures and serve over 160 million passengers
each year.
• 66% of the nation’s commercially-served airports are served exclusively by regional airlines.
• Regional airlines provided more than half of the air service in 30 states.
• Regional airlines provided more than 75% of the air service in 15 states.

COVID 19 Airline
& Air Service Overview
• Congress crafted the Payroll Support Program (PSP) of the CARES Act to keep
airline workers employed and at a ready-status, able to reconnect
communities and rebuild our economy. Most policymakers anticipated the
pandemic would be under control within six months.
• Right-sizing workforce to pandemic-influenced demand – where a
patchwork of domestic and international quarantines still prevents most
Americans from traveling domestically and while international travel remains
at a standstill – was unthinkable, yet that is exactly what happened when
Congress allowed the PSP program to expire on September 30.
• Airlines shed roughly 50,000 workers in a period of five days in October, with
additional furloughs following. A workforce aligned to these external and
temporary forces on demand will not allow the return of air service to all
communities when they are ready to travel again.
• Eleventh hour passage of PSP2 paved way for recalls and restored air service.
• Regional airline departures and block hours remain significantly depressed
and airports of all sizes have lost significant air service, despite CARES Act
required minimum service levels.

Airlines that Ceased Operations in 2020
• Compass Airlines’ contract with Delta was not renewed; they prematurely ceased
operating for American in April.
• ExpressJet ceased operating for United in September.
• PenAir/Ravn Alaska entered bankruptcy protection in April. (Ravn is restarting
under new ownership.)
• TransStates Airlines lost its contract and ceased operating for United in April.

Regional Airline COVID-19
Operational Impacts
•

Market shifts. Due to travel restrictions, changes in contracts with
the major airlines and the results of the show cause order, some
reorganization of regional schedules have taken place.
• Regional airlines have had changing city pairing schedules due
to passenger travel changes.
• Regionals are assuming city pairings that majors would have
flown but do not warrant a larger aircraft.
• Changing contracts due to reduced number of regionals has
affected schedules as regional airlines remaining, pick up the
task.
• The results of the show cause order from CARES 1 has affected
some schedules as city pairings were eliminated or reduced.

Regional Airline Business Impacts
• Major airlines lost passenger revenue; regional airlines lost partner revenue.
• Most regional airline revenue flows from ASM agreements tied to block hours
(flying/production hours).
• Block hours plunged mid-summer; down by 90% at the nadir for some carriers.
When block hours are down, revenues are way down.
• Block hours have ticked back up, but some operators have seen another sharp
decrease in December and January, similar to those seen in June/July.
• Even where block hours are ticking up, it takes more aircraft to fly them because the
schedules have become less productive.
• Decision timelines have been accelerated - regionals and majors have had to react
quickly and cooperatively; regionals have had to be more responsive to their partners
than ever before.
• Flexibility rules the day but comes at a cost.
• Heavy labor and cash toll associated with supporting dynamic schedule swings
to meet day of week and time of day demand with more precision than ever.
• Hyper-tailored demand accommodation can spur additional per diem costs,
reserve or line guarantee costs, crew deadhead/aircraft ferry costs, etc.

Small Community Air Service Risk
• Historically, not all markets would have survived on their own
but as part of the whole they brought value. In strong years,
these marginal routes could survive if they supported the
network overall.
• Under today’s unparalleled resource strain, we expect to see
fewer instances of strong markets justifying the existence of
other markets.
• Instead, decisions are likely to turn on highest, best use. In
this scenario, marginal markets are exposed to higher risk
with faster consequences.
• International networks are a key influence on feed demand
influencing the regional space and small community air
service, as well. Today, these international gateways are
heavily impacted by restrictions outside of our borders.
• During the Great Recession, smaller communities lost more
than 31% of their departures, and lost departures at a rate
that was five times greater than losses at larger airports. This
economic crisis is magnitudes worse than that one.

YOY Air Service Reductions
CARES 1 minimum air service requirements insulated
airports against greater service loss during the pandemic.
The DOT show cause order implementing these
requirements allowed for downscaling and consolidation of
served points. Nonetheless:
• One in five markets (20%) operated in November
2019 was not being operated by November 2020.
• Total U.S. carrier frequency was down 43% in
November 2020 vs. November 2019.
• Regional frequency was down 39% and regional
markets were down 15%
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What’s Next?
PSP2 provides for 4-month extension through March 31.
• Pandemic wave that started to peak near Thanksgiving continues
to influence demand.
• Unknown: Will additional surge result from Christmas and NYE
gatherings?
• Though flying is safe due to strong contagion mitigations in place,
including constant air filtration and refreshment, health
authorities have warned against travel and against gatherings
that drive travel.
• Continuation of quarantines, testing requirements and domestic
and international travel restrictions continue to constrain
demand.
• Unknown: Will residents truly flee larger metropolitan areas?
• Unknown: Will businesses bake bare-bones travel budgets into
the cake?
• With vaccine distribution comes hope and reasonable confidence
in long term recovery; short term outlook remains murky.

Regional Airline
Opportunities
• Regional airlines are rightsized for reduced demand
environment – even in medium/large markets, where
they add frequency, help to rebuild hubs, etc.
• People are increasingly open to living in smaller
market communities. Resettling trends could drive
new air service needs to smaller communities, where
demand is best met by regional aircraft.
• As markets recover and markets transition mainline
traffic back (smaller narrowbodies reintroduced for
some activity), flexible regionals can fill in the gaps to
other places to continue to rebuild and strengthen
hubs.

Regional Airline Challenges
• Full realization of regional airline benefit is constrained by major airline
scope; some have added new percentage restrictions as an element of
furlough/capital savings negotiations.
• Increased travel to smaller markets and use of right-sized aircraft may not
offset the loss of people traveling 4-5 times a week and “living on
airplanes” – a problem for all of aviation.
• In the face of weaker feed, capacity discipline could take shape; we might
see some upgauging with reduced frequency to maximize capacity.
• International networks need to recover, but today remain heavily
impacted by restrictions driven outside of our borders. Those are
important factors influencing feed demand.
• Ultimately, mainlines cannot reach all the markets flying 100+ seat aircraft;
networks have evolved to rely on smaller airplanes and this need will not
vanish; strong regional airlines will be needed to provide this important
service.

Small Community Air
Service Supports
• As our nation recovers, government backed programs like Essential Air Service
(EAS) will be crucial to restore and maintain service to smaller communities.
PSP2 shores up EAS with a boost of $165 million. This is appropriate.
• Communities today risk losing their subsidy if temporary pandemic impacts
undercut daily enplanements or increase costs above per passenger subsidy
caps. PSP2 protects against this. This is appropriate.
• In 2012, for the contiguous 48 states, Congress restricted EAS program
participation to those communities already receiving subsidy at that time.
Congress should temporarily allow new communities to qualify for short-term
EAS assistance until market conditions stabilize.
• The EAS program must be flexible to carriers’ cost and revenue fluctuations,
given the influence the pandemic is exerting.
• SCASDP received $15 million (FY21 + COVID Relief) with $5 million to be
awarded to communities that have had their air serviced reduced or
suspended due to impacts from COVID. This is appropriate.
• Small community air service supports will be needed beyond March 31.

Pilot Shortage II is Looming
• After the last economic downturn,
many furloughed workers did not
return. Present furloughs could
deter future pilots from career.
• Before early exits, about half of
today’s qualified pilots faced
mandatory early retirement within
15 years. Despite excess workforce
today, furloughs will drive future
shortages.
• The training and education cost of
becoming a pilot far exceeds the
availability of student loan dollars
available to students.
• RAA is backing legislation to close
this gap and anticipates
introduction this Congress.
• We should take this simple step to
avoid a renewed pilot shortage
hindering recovery.

Tens of thousands of airline workers took early exits in 2020; many of them pilots.
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